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His speech was eagerly awaited: Volodymyr Zelensky will speak in a few moments before the UN 
Security Council. The Ukrainian president will once again alert the international community on 
the massacre of Boutcha where hundreds of bodies of civilians were found after the departure 
of the Russian army. 
 
And the war in Ukraine might could reveal other atrocities of this type. This is the fear that the 
Secretary General of NATO revealed during his speech in Brussels. According to him, Russia is far 
from being weakened and is in fact repositioning its troops in eastern Ukraine to take control of 
the entirety of Donbass. 
 
In the rest of the news: 15 suspected cases of salmonella have been identified in France. Each 
time they concern people who have consumed Kinder products - property of the Ferrero group 
which has recalled hundreds of its chocolates. Tons of chocolate may could be contaminated. 
Examinations are still in progress. 
 
The public prosecutor of Bobigny is about to speak to the press. He will provide an update on the 
investigation after the death of Jérémy Cohen in mid-February in Bobigny. The disabled thirty-
year-old of Jewish faith was fatally knocked down by a tram as he tried to flee after a violent 
attack. The case had provoked the indignation of politicians. The services of the Elysée Palace 
contacted the parents of the victim to express their compassion. 
 
Two new reconstructions of events took place in the Haut Rhin more than a year after the 
murderous journey of Gabriel Fortin. The unemployed engineer nicknamed the HRD killer had 
murdered three women in January 2021 in Ardèche and Drôme. The crimes were never explained 
and the accused withdrew into silence. He also refused to participate in the reconstruction. 
 
And then soccer tonight with the beginning of the quarter-finals of the Champions’ League. 
Antoine Griezmann's Atletico Madrid will be on the field of Manchester City. The other game will 
see Benfica receive Liverpool. Kick-off at 9 p.m. 


